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Abstract
In this review we present an overview of the experimental

and theoretical development on fluorescence intermittency

(blinking) and the roles of electron transfer in semiconductor

crystalline nanoparticles. Blinking is a very interesting

phenomenon commonly observed in single molecule/particle

experiments. Under continuous laser illumination, the fluo-

rescence time trace of these single nanoparticles exhibit

random light and dark periods. Since its first observation in

the mid-1990s, this intriguing phenomenon has attracted

wide attention among researchers from many disciplines. We

will first present the historical background of the discovery

and the observation of unusual inverse power-law depen-

dence for the waiting time distributions of light and dark

periods. Then, we will describe our theoretical modeling

efforts to elucidate the causes for the power-law behavior, to

probe the roles of electron transfer in blinking, and

eventually to control blinking and to achieve complete

suppression of the blinking, which is an annoying feature

in many applications of quantum dots as light sources and

fluorescence labels for biomedical imaging.
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nanoscience; fluorescence intermittency; blinking; electron transfer;
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D
uring the past 20 years, there has been tremen-

dous progress in the developments of nanofab-

rication and high resolution imaging techniques

in order to fabricate and to explore the structures and

physical properties of nano-sized materials such as

quantum dots (QDs), nanorods (NRs), quantum wells,

quantum wires, and nanotubes. These recent develop-

ments have generated wide interest among researchers

from many disciplines, and it has opened a new realm of
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scientific research (1�3) hotly pursued by scientists and

engineers in many countries with constant large inflow of

grants from their governments. Since these semiconductor

nanoparticles possess unusual optical and electrical

properties, they have been demonstrated in novel utiliza-

tions offering potential applications in many areas in

science and technology. For example, QDs possess size-

dependent photoluminescence and high quantum-yield,

therefore, QDs are utilized as biological labels for cancer

cells (4). Moreover, one could tune the band-gap emission

of these QDs, which has a very narrow line width and

large optical oscillator strength. These QDs have offered

many potential applications including new types of lasers,

electro-optical modulators, and high density logical

devices. In addition, with chemical manipulations, large-

scale nano-assemblies could be fabricated bottom-up

from colloidal QDs whose sizes are easily controlled.

Blinking, or more formally called intermittency, is a

very interesting phenomenon frequently observed in

confocal microscopy of single molecules or single nano-

particles at low concentration. Such intriguing behavior is

not exclusive only for nano-sized particles, intermittency

has been observed much earlier in the macroscopic world.

Such phenomenon often involves non-linear dynamic

systems including geomagnetic field reversal of the earth,

sun spot activities, and also the response from a non-

linear electronic circuit near Hopf bifurcation point (5).

Even with long standing history of the observation of

intermittency in the macroscopic world, fluorescence

blinking in the nano-world has drawn much attention in

the last decade, primarily due to the advance and easy

access of confocal microscopy. With these confocal

techniques, researchers could observe photoluminescence

of a single molecule or a single nanoparticle by zooming

into a micron-size area of a highly dispersed sample.

There are several advantages for single particle/molecule

spectroscopy. In particular, it avoids the complication due

to sample heterogeneity and conformational variations

among an ensemble system. Consequently, it offers useful

information that is not readily available in the measure-

ment of an ensemble system.

To explain the role of electron transfer reaction and the

blinking mechanism of QDs, several explanations were

proposed (6�16). The observation of blinking in single

QDs was first reported by Nirmal and coworkers (17).

They illuminated single QDs with light continuously

observing that some QDs went dark abruptly and became

light again (17). A few years later, Kuno et al. discovered

the waiting time distribution of the on-off (light-dark)

events followed an unusual power-law distribution (18).

In addition, the exponent of the inverse power law was

found to be close to 1.5. One of the popular models is the

diffusion-controlled electron transfer (DCET) model (19)

proposed by Tang and Marcus (20). They explained the

roles of photoinduced spectral diffusion and electron

transfer reactions between the neutral light state and the

positively charged dark state as the underlying mechan-

isms for the fluorescence blinking in QDs. They also

addressed the intricate relationship between power-law

intermittency of single QDs and the ensemble-averaged

fluorescence decay that follows a quasi-stretched expo-

nential behavior. To account for the observed deviation

from 1.5 power-law exponent for some experiments, they

proposed a more general diffusion-controlled electron

transfer model in the presence of non-Debye dielectric

medium, as well as extending from the ideal Debye

medium.

Ever since the first observation of blinking phenomena

of QDs by Nirmal et al. (17), there is a fast growing

wealth of literature on experimental and theoretical

studies of the unusual behavior. On the experimental

side, several groups have made significant improvements

in the understanding of the blinking phenomena such as

Nirmal et al. (17), Krauss et al. (21, 22), Nirmal et al.

(23), Empedocles and Bawendi (24), Shimizu et al.

(25, 26), Chung and Bawendi (27), Fisher et al. (28),

Chung et al. (29), Kuno et al. (18, 30, 31), Messin et al.

(32), Brokmann et al. (33), Verberk et al. (34), Verberk

and Orrit (35), Cichos et al. (36), Issac et al. (37), and

many others (38�41). Some more recent developments

could be found in a review (42). In addition to the

observation of blinking Nirmal et al. (17, 23), Krauss and

Brus (21) also identified the dark state as a positively

charged hole residing inside the core of a QD while an

electron possibly is trapped elsewhere. Kuno et al. (18)

first reported the t�3/2�a power-law behavior, where a is

a small number for the waiting time distribution for both

light and dark events. In a later study (30), they

eliminated an earlier model assuming a static distribution

of the electron/hole trapping sites. Empedocles and

Bawendi (24) then linked the intermittency to photo-

induced spectral diffusion, and they suggested a possible

role of diffusion for the cause of the power-law behavior.

In another study, they observed two emission tracks with

energy separated by 20�25 meV for QDs spin-coated on

a rough gold surface (26). Their results indicated that the

dark charged state on a quartz substrate might become

emissive when single QDs were coated on a rough gold

surface due to plasmonic effects by the gold substrate.

They also noted that the histogram of such binary jumps

between two traces of emission wavelengths also followed

a t�3/2 power law. Chung and Bawendi explored the

relationship between ensemble fluorescence decay (27)

and single QDs intermittency. Brokmann and coworkers

(34) demonstrated the use of QDs as biological labels and

as single photon sources. Intensity correlation techniques
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were used in Verberk et al. (34) and Verberk and

Orrit (35) and they observed similar t�3/2�a power-law

behavior. Correlation between the dielectric property of

the trapped state and the power-law behavior was studied

by Cichos et al. (36), Issac et al. (37). Haase et al. (43) and

Schuster et al.’s group (44) observed a similar power-law

behavior in single organic chromophores indicating that

the power-law behavior in fluorescence blinking is not

restricted only to QDs.

On the theoretical development side, understanding of

the blinking mechanisms and power-law blinking statis-

tics has been advanced by many groups since the work by

Tang and Marcus (20, 50, 51), Efros and Rosen (45),

Wang and Wolynes (46), Boguna et al. (47), Barkai et al.

(48), Margolin and Barkai (49), and Frantsuzov and

Marcus (52). They considered a rate equation among

three states with 0, 1, and 2 electron-hole pairs to describe

random telegraph signaling or blinking. This model led to

an ordinary exponential decay instead of power law.

Wang and Wolynes (46) used a reaction diffusion scheme

to describe Poisson statistics of intermittency in single

molecules, but the issues regarding QDs and power-law

behavior were not discussed. Barkai et al. (48) studied the

Lévy flight model and its connections to power-law

behavior. Kuno et al. (31) used a static model with

exponentially distributed distances for the tunneling rate.

However, this model requires an unreasonable surface

trap site over an extremely large distance distribution to

accommodate seven to eight decades for the dynamic

range of blinking statistics. Shimizu et al. (25) described a

discrete-time random walk process for the dark state in

resonance with the excited QDs. Verberk et al. (34)

presented a model relating the exponent of the power

law to the potential of the electron in QDs in the matrix

and traps. The reason for most of the observed exponents

in QDs to be close to �3/2 remained to be explored for

this model. Flomenbom et al. (53) investigated two-state

single-molecule trajectories arisen from a multi-substrate

kinetics. In the work of Boguna et al. (47), a stochastic

two-state model was presented to obtain the relationship

between the lifetime distribution function for intermit-

tency and the ensemble intensity. Such a model was later

applied by Margolin and Barkai (49) where they con-

sidered either a power law or an exponential decay for the

lifetime distribution. These relations could be derived

using the DCET model as well, which provides a

molecular basis for the kinetic parameters and the

stochastic nature of energy fluctuations.

Tang and Marcus proposed a diffusion-controlled

electron transfer mechanism (20, 50) to elucidate the

inverse power-law blinking statistics of single QDs and

quasi-stretched exponential decay (51) of fluorescence

intensity decay �I(t)� of an ensemble of QDs. This model

offers the explanations to these time profiles and the

relationship between the fluorescence intensity for an

ensemble of QDs, �I(t)�, and the waiting time distribu-

tion P(t) for both light and dark events in single QDs.

Modeling photoluminescence of single
nanoparticles
Photoluminescence of semiconducting nanocrystals has

been investigated on a single particle level as well as in an

ensemble system. The fluorescence intensity histogram of

a single QD under continuous light illumination usually

displays bi-level blinking or a more complicated pattern.

The distribution of the on- or off-time events, or often

called blinking statistics, exhibits an inverse power law.

For the on-events, deviations from the simple power-law

behavior with an exponential or stretched exponential tail

are often seen at a longer time. The extension of the

bending for such a bending tail also appears to depend on

the size of the nanoparticles, the excitation intensity, and

the temperature. However, for the off-events, the bend-

ing tail would appear at a much later time and does not

seem to depend on the particle sizes and the excitation

intensity. These sorts of behaviors could be explained by

the DCET model of Tang and Marcus based on the

diffusion-controlled electron transfer model with diffu-

sion in one-dimensional (1-D) energy space (20, 50). The

cause for the stretched exponential decay observed

experimentally in nanorods (NRs) was explained through

a generalized DCET model by including anomalous

diffusion in the work of Tang and Marcus (20). Here,

we discuss the model for fluorescence intermittency of

single nanoparticles and time profile of fluorescence

intensity for an ensemble of nanoparticles. The relation-

ship between the inverse power law of single nanoparticles

and the quasi-stretched exponential time profile of an

ensemble system was elucidated in the work of Tang and

Marcus. We will first describe the DCET model involving

anomalous diffusion. The DCET model with normal

diffusion predicted the exponent of an inverse power law

to be 1.5. As a special case, the exponent of the long-time

exponential decay would not be 1.5 with a long-time

stretched exponential bending tail. In the section that

follows we will discuss the model for the fluorescence

intensity time profile for an ensemble of QDs, which

succeed quasi-stretched exponential decay.

Diffusion-controlled electron transfer (DCET) model
involving anomalous diffusion
In the DCET model for power-law blinking behavior of

single QDs, we considered electron transfer between a

pair of states: a light state and a dark state as illustrated

by Fig. 1. The light state represents the photoexcited state

of a single QD with an exciton. The electron and the hole

of this neutral excitonic state could recombine radiatively

by emitting a fluorescence photon. Thus, the population

of the light state returns frequently to the ground state by

photoemission. In addition, the light state could be
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populated by photoexcitation from the ground state upon

continuous light illumination. The dark state repre-

sents a charge-separated state with a mobile hole residing

in the core of a QD (or NR) and an electron trapped on

surface states due to the surface defects. This dark state

occurred because the mobile hole acts as a fast energy

relaxation agent, which absorbs the excessive and non-

radiative energy from further excitonic photoexcitation

through Auger process. Charge transfer or recombination

could occur between the neutral light state and the

charge-separated dark state. The electron transfer (ET)

rate between these two states under continuous light

illumination is not constant. Due to stochastic variations

in the energetic configuration space or the distance

between the hole and the electron, the rate is always

subject to fluctuations. The energy fluctuations could be

modeled as a central oscillator in the presence of

interactions with oscillators in the heat bath, and the

probability distribution function r(Q, t) is given by

r(Q; t)�
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2pD2(t)
p exp

�
�

�
Q � hQ(t)i

�2

2D2(t)

�
: (1)

This Gaussian probability distribution function r(Q, t)

could be used to satisfy the following time-dependent

diffusion equation in a parabolic potential

@

@t
r(Q; t)�

@

@Q

�
D2(t)

@

@Q
�D1(t)Q

�
r(Q; t); (2a)

where

D1(t)��
d

dt
lnhQ(t)i

D2(t)�D1(t)D2(t)�
1

2

d

dt
D2(t): (2b)

If the diffusion coefficient D1 and the drift coefficient D2

are constant in time, which is the case for normal

diffusion in Debye dielectric medium; then, in a harmonic

potential if D2�D and D1�1/tc, where tc is the diffusion

correlation time constant, Equation 2 becomes the well-

known 1-D diffusion equation.

In the DCET model (20), a 1-D diffusion equation

involving a Dirac d-function population sink was con-

sidered. As illustrated in Fig. 2, population exchange

occurs between light and dark states at the energy level

crossing between two parabolic potentials. In a more

refined model, such a figure could be reduced from the 2-

D diffusion-controlled reaction (DCR) model (54) invol-

ving both the fast reaction coordinate q and slow reaction

coordinate Q where the fluctuations in activation energy

occurs at a much slower time scale, whereas the electron

transfer can proceed very fast.

Fig. 2. Intermittency as controlled by 1-D diffusion in energy space via a sink at the energy-level crossing of two parabolic

potential wells of a light j1� state and a dark state j2�.

Fig. 1. A schematic energy diagram for relevant states for

blinking of a QD, showing the light state j1�, the dark state

j2�, and the ground state j0�.
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As explained in our previous work (50, 55), due to fast

diffusion along q on two Marcus’s parabola, such a 2-D

coupled rate equation could be reduced to 1-D diffusion

along Q on a harmonic potential with a Gaussian-shaped

sink, instead of a Dirac d-function sink. The governing

equation for the probability r(Q, t) for either forward or

reverse ET is given by

@

@t
r(Q; t)�

@

@Q

�
D2(t)

@

@Q
�D1(t)Q

�
r(Q; t)

�k(Q)r(Q; t); (3a)

where the fluctuating ET rate k(Q) is given by

k(Q)�
Affiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

s
exp(�(Q�Q0)

2=2s2)r(Q; t); A

�
2p½Vex½

2

’

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4plkBT

p ; (3b)

where Vex is the electronic coupling strength. The last

term in Equation 3a describes depopulation via a sink

with a fluctuating transition rate k(Q) depending on the

slow reaction coordinate Q. After the reduction of the

fast diffusion in the 2-D diffusion model, one could

obtain 1-D diffusion in a parabolic potential of the slow

reaction coordinate Q with a sink around Q0. If the

second moment s2 is small and k(Q) can be approxi-

mated by d(Q�Q0) Such a Dirac d-function sink was

assumed in our previous DCET model (20). The fluctu-

ating sink rate k(Q) is modulated by a stochastic variable

Q. Such fluctuations can be caused either by changes in

the barrier height due to conformation variations or

changes in the distance between the electron-hole pair via

the electronic coupling element. The energy fluctuations

of the surface trap states of a nanoparticle might be the

primary cause, instead of electron-donor distance fluc-

tuations caused by physical hopping of the charge on the

surface.

Using the Green’s function method, we solved Equa-

tion 3 to obtain r(Q; s); the Laplace transform of the

population r(Q,t), as

r(Q; s)�
G(Q;Q0; s)

1 � AG(Q0;Q0; s)
: (4)

The Laplace transform of the blinking statistics P(t),

which is defined as the waiting-time distribution of the

‘on’ or ‘off ’ events, is given by

P(s)��g
�

0

dte�st d

dt

�
g

�

��

dQr(Q; t)

�

�
AG(Q0;Q0; s)

1 � AG(Q0;Q0; s)
: (5a)

The Laplace transform of the Green function for

Equation 2 of a sink-free diffusion is given by

Ḡ(Q0;Q0; s)�g
�

0

dte�st 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pD2(t)

p

exp

�
�

Q2
0(1 � D1(t)

2

2D2(t)

�
: (5b)

Here the simple normal diffusion case would be con-

sidered first. At a short time tBBtc with

D2(t)�Dtc(1�exp(�2t=tc)):2Dt

and

1�D1(t)�1�exp(�t=tc):t=tc;

one obtains

G(Q0;Q0; s):
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4pD(s � G)
p : (6)

By inverse Laplace transform of Equation 5a using the

above G(Q0;Q0; s) one could obtain

P(t)8t�3=2exp(�Gt);

G�Q2
0=4Dt2

c �kQ2
0=4kBTtc�EA=2kBTtc; (7)

where EA�kQ2
0=2 is the activation energy. Equation 7

shows a power-law statistic with an exponent �3/2 as

expected from the usual first passage theory. In addition,

Equation 7 also displays a crossover to an exponential

bending tail with a bending rate G. The above temporal

behavior for P(t) derived in the regime of short time

tBBtc is primarily due to slow diffusion that modulates

the ET rate, k(Q). If the diffusion is fast with a very short

tc, the blinking statistics would become an usual expo-

nential decay (20, 51) instead of an inverse power law.

Such behavior with an exponential decay is expected from

the conventional electron transfer theory that is equiva-

lent to the diffusion-controlled reaction with a very fast

spectral diffusion. In Fig. 3, we use the data of CdTe

QDs at 300 K and 125 W/cm2 (taken from Shimizu et al.

(25)) as an example to illustrate the inverse power-law

behavior and the fit using Equation 7.

Now we describe the more complicated anomalous

diffusion case. Here we consider a non-Debye medium

with Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) function (56) as

D2(t)�D2(�)[1�exp(�(t=t c)
m)]:D2(�)(t=t c)

m (8a)

and

1�D1(t)�1�exp(�(t=tc)
n):(t=tc)

n: (8b)

As shown in our previous work 57) that with a coupled

central oscillator to heat bath, one could explain how the

spectral distribution of bath modes can give rise to such

KWW behavior for D2(t) and D1(t). The Green func-

tion of Equation 5b for such D2(t) and D1(t) can be

approximated by

G(Q0;Q0; s):g
�

0

dte�st (t=tc)
�m=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2pD2(�)
p
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exp

�
�

Q2
0

2D2(�)
(t=tc)

2n�m
�
: (9)

Using the Green function in Equation 9, one could

evaluate the blinking statistics P(t) from Equation 5a

using numerical inverse Laplace transform.

An exact analytic inverse Laplace transform of Equa-

tion 5a for the Green function of Equation 9 is not

available. In order to observe a stretched exponential tail

arising for the blinking statistics, one can use the

following approach with Taylor series expansion. One

obtains from Equation 5 the integrated population as

r(s)�g
�

��

dQ
G(Q;Q0; s)

1 � AG(Q0;Q0; s)

�
1

s
�

1

1 � AG(Q0;Q0; s)
: (10)

In the regime with strong sink strength A, one has

r(s):

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pD2(�)

p
A

�
(tcs)

�m=2

G
�

1 �
m
2

�

�

Q2
0G
�

2n � 1 �
3m
2

�
(tcs)

�2n�m=2

2D2(�)G
�

1 �
m
2

� �� � �

�
(11)

Using the inverse Laplace transform of Equation 11 in

time domain, we obtain the blinking statistics P(t) as

P(t)��
d

dt
r(t):P0(t=tc)

�2�m=2
exp(�(Gt)2n�m)

8t�mexp(�(Gt)n): (12)

Equation 12 shows an inverse power law with an

exponent m�2�m/2, and an exponent n for the stretched

exponential with n�2n�m. Equation 12 has been used in

our recent work of CdSe nanorods (58, 59). Here we

present the derivation and its relationship to anomalous

diffusion and the quantum Brownian motion of a central

oscillator. The more general formula in Equation 12 for

anomalous diffusion reduces to Equation 7 of normal

diffusion if m�n�1.

In the limit of a weak sink strength A with a small A,

using the similar procedure given above, we obtain

P(t)8(t=tc)
�m=2

exp[�(Gt)2n�m]8t�mexp[�(Gt)n]; (13)

showing an inverse power law with an exponent m�
m/2 and a stretched exponential tail with an exponent

n�2n�m. According to this model, the exponent m of

the short-time power law for a weak A as obtained in

Equation 13 is different from the exponent in Equation

12 for a strong A. However, their sum equals to 2 exactly.

The inverse power-law blinking statistics for these two

regimes for either the normal or anomalous diffusion case

is shown in Fig. 4.

To compare the theoretical predictions for the anom-

alous diffusion case with experimental results, we con-

sider some examples here. The experimental and fitted

curves of Pon(t) and Poff(t) for samples NR5 and NR7

are illustrated in Fig. 5a. The exponents for the power

law of Pon(t) and Poff(t) appear to be slightly different

with mon�1.35 (9 0.05) and moff�1.10 (9 0.05). The

long-time tail for Pon(t) yields non�0.8590.05. The long-

time tail of Poff(t) for the ‘off’ events, however, is highly

non-exponential and it can only be described best by a

stretched exponential of noff�0.3090.05. In Fig. 5b, the

Fig. 3. The log-log plot of the blinking statistics P(t) versus

time t for data of both ‘off ’ and ‘on’ events of CdTe QDs at

300 K and 125 W/cm2 with the fit using Equation 7 (taken

from Shimizu et al. (25)).

Fig. 4. Blinking statistics P(t) for DCET model with normal

diffusion (bCD�1) and anomalous diffusion (bCD"1). The

exponent for the power law depends on bCD of the dielectric

medium. At a much shorter time than tc (set arbitrarily at

10�4 s), P(t) follows a different power law.
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fit and the experimental data of Pon(t) for NR4 at

two different excitation intensities are demonstrated.

Anomalous diffusion occurs in a disordered system with

dispersive diffusion correlation times (13). The presence

of strong anomalous diffusion for NRs or QDs in

the dark state might have been due to the existence of

many possible surface trap states for the electron in the

charge-separated state. These trap states could have

different energies and lead to spectral diffusion in the

energy configuration space. More details about the data

fitting will be given in the following section.

Modeling ensemble-averaged fluorescence intensity
time profile
As discussed earlier, in the treatment of single-particle

blinking statistics each particle is distinguishable. There-

fore, the rate equations for the forward and inverse ET

should be decoupled. However, in ensemble measure-

ments, nanoparticles are indistinguishable and there is no

prior information about whether a nanoparticle is in light

or dark state. To treat ensemble-averaged fluorescence

intensity, one has to use the coupled rate equation with

both forward and reverse ET process. In single-QD

intermittency studies, above, only the short time power-

law behavior was the major interest. To calculate longer

time behavior for single QD or the ensemble fluorescence

intensity over the entire time span, one needs to solve the

coupled rate equation given by

@

@t
r1(Q; t)�g

t

0

dtL1(t�t)r1(Q; t)�
2p½Vk½

2

’
d(U12(Q))

(r1(Q; t)�r2(Q; t))

@

@t
r2(Q; t)�g

t

0

dtL2(t�t)r2(Q; t)�
2p½Vk½

2

’
d(U12(Q))

(r2(Q; t)�r1(Q; t)); (14)

where

Lk(t)�D2
k8 k(t)

@

@Q

�
@

@Q
�

@

@Q
(Uk(Q)=kBT)

�
;

and 8 k(s)�(stD;k �1)1�bCD=tL;k:

Equation 14 becomes Markovian if bCD�1 where

8k(t)�d(t)/tL,k. Defining Ḡk(Q;Q?; s); the Green function

in the Laplace transform domain, that satisfies

sGk(Q;Q?; s)�Lk(s)Gk(Q;Q?; s)�d(Q�Q?); one obtains

from Equation 14

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the initial population of QDs

on the left parabola representing the light state will evolve

in time and will eventually reach equilibrium at longer

times. If a QD ensemble is initially in the light state

Fig. 5. (a) The blinking statistics P(t) of the ‘on’ and ‘off ’

events for samples NR5 (top) and NR7 (bottom) in a log-log

plot with fitted solid curves. The bending tail for Poff(t) is

not single exponential and can be best fitted using t�m

exp[-(Gt)n]. (b) Log-log plot of Pon(t) and the fitted curve for

sample NR4 at two light intensities, showing a greater

bending rate at a higher intensity. The time unit is in seconds.

hr1(s)i�
1

s g
�

��

dQr1(Q; 0)

�
g
�

��

dQA1G1(Qc;Q; s)r1(Q; 0) � g
�

��

dQA2G2(Qc;Q; s)r2(Q; 0)

s(1 � A1G1(Qc;Qc; s) � A2G2(Qc;Qc; s))
: (15)
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j1� with a Boltzmann distribution, r1(Q; 0)�

(1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pkBT=k

p
)exp(�k(Q�Q0:1)

2=2kBT); the normalized

intensity hI(s)i can be derived from Equation 15 (52)

hI(s)i�hr1(s)i�
1

s

�
1�

g1

s(1 � g1(s) � g2(s))

�
; (16)

where g1 and g2 are the non-adiabatic forward and reverse

reaction rates. Defining the relaxation function hR(s)i as

hR(s)i(1�Ieq)�hI(s)i�Ieq=s from Equation 16 one has

hR(s)i�1

s

�
1�

g1 � g2

s(1 � g1(s) � g2(s))

�
: (17)

The steady-state intensity is given by (51)

Ieq �
1

1 � w1exp(�DG0=kBT)
: (18)

One can also express Equation 17 as (51)

hI(s)i�1

s

�
1�

g1(1 � P1(s))(1 � P2(s))

s(1 � P1(s)P2(s))

�
(19)

and Equation (17) as (51)

hR(s)i�1

s

�
1�

g1 � g2

s

(1 � P1(s))(1 � P2(s))

1 � P1(s)P2(s)

�
: (20)

Equations 16�20 represent the relationship between

ensemble-averaged behavior and blinking statistics Pk(s)
of single QDs.

Equations 16�20 have been derived previously by

Boguna et al. (47), and they were applied by others

including Brokmann et al. (33), Verberk et al. (34),

Verberk and Orrit (35), and Margolin and Barkai (49)

to characterize asymptotic behavior of QDs. Equation 20

only applies when an initial population is at the energy

level crossing, and it was used previously by Bardou and

Bouchaud (60) for laser cooling. It was recently applied

by Chung and Bawendi (27) to ensemble studies. These

equations were previously expressed in terms of Pk(s) and

�tk). Here, we showed�tk)�1�k, which is simply the non-

adiabatic electron transfer rate. More importantly, via

gk(s); Equations 16�20 provide formulas calculable for the

entire time span (for anomalous/normal diffusion model),

while linking �I(t)� and Pk(t) to measurable molecular-

based quantities.

Some calculated curves based on Equation 16 with a

Debye medium are illustrated in Fig. 7, showing a fit to a

stretched exponential Ieq �(1�Ieq)exp(�(t=T0)
a): At

much longer times, they decay exponentially. As an

example for the applications of the equations derived in

this section for ensemble-averaged behavior, fluorescence

intensity decay data of CdSe with a ZnS shell are

compared with Equation 16 as illustrated in Fig. 8.

From the fits, we estimated some molecular-based kinetic

and energetic parameters.

The hI(s)iof Equation 19 is related to the auto-

correlation of fluorescence intensity of others by

Fig. 6. Time evolution of an initial Gaussian population distribution in j1� centered at Q0,1. At longer times a steady-state

distribution is established between j1� and j2�. The relation of forward/reverse ET activation energy (EA,1/EA,2),

reorganization energy (l) and free energy gap (DG0) to two parabolas are illustrated.

Fig. 7. Semi-log plot of fluorescence intensity profile �I(t)�
(dot curves) for a QD ensemble and the fitted (solid) curves

by a stretched exponential Ieq þ ð1� IeqÞexpð�ðt=T0Þ
aÞ with

fitted values for a and T0 bCD�1 was used.
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hI(s)i�CF (s)g2=(g1 �g2): As illustrated by the experi-

mental data of CdSe QDs by Messin et al. (33) with a very

large time constant for a correlator, CF(t)/CF(0), behaves

as �I(t)� (or �R(t)� at short time). Unusual time

dependence in �I(t)� and �R(t)�arises if Pon (t) and

Poff(t) follow different decaying laws. Such a situation has

been extensively studied by Margolin and Barkai (49)

using a phenomenological Pk(t). It can be analyzed in this

study by assigning a different bCD for gk(s) for the light

and dark states. As an example, if Poff(t) follows a power

law while Pon(t) decays single exponentially as g1

exp(�g1t), we obtain CF (t)�(t=tc;2)
�bCD;2=2(g1 �g2)=

G(1�bCD;2=2)g1g2tc;2:

Control of fluorescence intermittency and
electron transfer
Fluorescence blinking is a very interesting phenomenon,

yet it is a serious drawback for practical applications in

quantum optics and single-molecule spectroscopy. There-

fore, suppression of fluorescence blinking is an important

issue in this research field. Here, we will mainly focus on

recent progress on blinking suppression via various

strategies including physical, chemical, and material

science methods. In addition, we will discuss the phenom-

ena by using the diffusion-controlled electron transfer

(DCET) model of Tang and Marcus.

Blinking suppression by encapsulating single QDs in
agarose gel
To investigate how the environment affects fluorescence

blinking of single QDs, we encapsulate single QDs in

agarose gel (61). Fig. 9 shows the fluorescence intensity

trajectories of single CdSe/ZnS QDs on a glass substrate,

in 0.3% and in 1% agarose gel by binning the detected

photons within a 1 ms window. The stochastic fluctuation

between fluorescent ‘on’ level and dark ‘off ’ level was

observed for single QDs on glass and QDs embedded in

0.3% gel. The photon count distribution of two distin-

guishing intensity levels related to the ‘on’ and ‘off’ states

is displayed on the right of the intensity trajectory.

Compared with QDs on glass and in 0.3% agarose gel,

Fig. 9. (a) Fluorescence intensity trajectory and its corresponding photon count histogram from single CdSe/ZnS QDs spin-

coated on a glass substrate,. (b) for spin-coated single QDs in 0.3% gel, (c) for spin-coated single QDs in 1% gel.

Fig. 8. Log-log plot of experimental �I(t)� (dot curves) and

the fitted (solid) curves using Equation 18. From Ieq�0.26 at

the long times, we estimated DG0��33 meV. Using z1�

0.75, t1�10 s, and t2�100 s, we estimated EA,1�57 and

EA,2�52 meV (adapted from reference36).
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the time trace for single QDs in 1% gel exhibits essentially

continuous emission without dark periods (Fig. 9c). The

SEM images of agarose gel with the concentrations of

0.3% and 1% are shown in Fig. 10 to illustrate the

influence of the concentration on the pore size. The

pore diameters of the 1% gel structure were found to be

�200 nm and the pore diameters were around 8 mm for

0.3% gel. This result agrees with the previous work where

the pore diameter increases as the agarose concentration

decreases and the pore diameter distribution narrows as

the gel concentration increases (62). Agarose gel fibers

were found to be inherently negatively charged, due to the

sufficient amount of charged groups such as pyruvate,

sulfate, and methoxy groups in commercially prepared

agarose (63�65). Generally speaking, if the electron

transitions from the light state to the dark state could

be blocked, then blinking would be suppressed. In

addition, the negative charges on the pore surface could

reduce the tunneling rate of the electron to the surface.

Therefore, we suggest that the negative charges on

agarose gel fibers could play an important role in this

blinking suppression behavior.

Fig. 11a presents the decay profiles of single QDs on a

glass substrate and in 1% agarose gel. The average

fluorescence lifetime of QDs embedded in 1% agarose

gel is about 19 ns, which is faster than that of QDs on

glass (28 ns). The negative charges inherent with gel fibers

could influence the blinking and the fluorescence decay.

We also observed that an increase of gel concentration

could enhance the fluorescence quantum yield. Fig. 11b

shows the relationship between gel concentration and

total photon counts from the fluorescence time traces by

summing up over 20 QDs, where the light intensity was

set at 0.67 KW/cm2. The photon counts were found to be

linearly related to the gel concentration. In general, the

quantum yield of a natural emitter could be given by Q�
g/(g�knr)�g�t, where g, knr and t are the radiative,

non-radiative, and measured fluorescence lifetimes, re-

spectively. Therefore, we estimated nearly 3.8-fold in-

crease in the radiative rate, as compared between QDs on

glass and embedded in 1% agarose gel.

To clarify that the observed non-blinking behavior in

agarose gel is not due to aggregation of QDs, photon

correlation measurements were performed. This inference

agrees with the results of photon correlation measure-

ments. Second-order intensity autocorrelation function,

g2 (t), for single QDs embedded in 1% agarose gel is

shown in Fig. 12. The data were binned with 400 ps time

intervals and acquired for �30 min. The g2 (t) function

can be approximated as g2ðtÞ$1�1=N exp½�t(WP �
Gfl)�; where N, Wp, and Gfl are the number of independent

emitters, excitation rates, and fluorescence recombination

rates, respectively. It is well known that the value of g(2)

(t) equals to 0.5 for two independent emitters. In our case

the value of g2 (t) is around 0.23, which is still less than

0.5. The residual g2 (t) value could be attributed to

Fig. 10. (a) SEM cross-sectional view of 1% agarose gel at 50000�. (b) SEM cross-sectional view of the 0.3% agarose gel at

1600�. (c) Pore diameter distribution for 1% gel obtained from the SEM images. The peak distribution of the pore diameters is

around 200 nm. (d) Pore diameter distribution for 0.3% gel obtained from the SEM images. The peak distribution of the pore

diameters is around 8 mm.
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agarose gel that yields a low fluorescence background.

Therefore, this photon anti-bunching behavior is the

hallmark for single photon emission from an individual

QD rather than emission from aggregated QDs.

Fig. 13 shows the on-time distribution Pon(t) of single

QDs on glass, in 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7% gel. An inverse power-

law distribution was demonstrated at shorter times but

then deviated from this distribution at longer times,

exhibiting an exponential bending tail. The distribution

was fitted using P(t)�ct�m exp(�Gt), where c is an

unimportant scaling constant, m is the power-law ex-

ponent, and G is the bending rate. In our cases, m is

typically around 1.0�1.5. Compared with QDs on glass,

the bending rate G becomes greater as the gel concentra-

tion increases, which is illustrated in Fig. 14. The details

of such findings were presented in our recent report (61).

According to the diffusion-controlled electron transfer

(DCET) model of Tang and Marcus (20, 50) and Tang

(57), G increases with the activation energy for electron

transfer from the light state to the dark state. Therefore,

our data demonstrates that the activation energy also

increases with the gel concentration. The activation

energy might become too large at a much higher

concentration for charge transfer or blinking to occur.

We suggest that the negative charges surrounding the

quantum dots might play an important role in controlling

charge transfer and blinking suppression. Unlike the on-

events, the occurrence of the off-events is less frequent for

QDs in gel, and it becomes completely absent for the case

with 1% gel. Therefore, the noise level of the waiting time

distribution during the dark events would be too high for

a meaningful analysis.

The schematic of the DCET model is illustrated in

Fig. 15 (20, 50, 51, 57). In general, the power-law

exponent, m, for ‘on’ and ‘off’ times equals to 1.5 exactly

for normal diffusion but deviation occurs for anomalous

diffusion. However, the exponential bending rate G is

related to the activation energy for the electron transfer

process from the light state jL*� to the dark state jD�.

We suggest that the negative charges form gel fibers

surrounding the QDs could cause an energy up-shift of

jD� with respect to jL*� and it would result in an

increased activation energy. Therefore, the transition rate

from the neutral light state to the charged dark state

could be reduced.

Influence of blinking by conductive substrate on
spin-coated QDs
In the following section, we will discuss the recent studies

of single QDs on conductive substrates to explore the

environmental effects on photoluminescence properties of

QDs. When single colloidal QDs were placed near noble

metal substrates such as Au and Ag, there are complex

interactions between them including plasmonic interac-

tions, energy and charge transfer processes. Therefore, the

blinking behavior can be modified dramatically (66�69).

As an example, blinking behavior of single colloidal QDs

could be suppressed by depositing them onto silver nano-

prisms directly (66). Other conductive substrates, such as

ITO substrate as an example, are also important and

interesting materials to demonstrate their influence on the

single-QD blinking behavior (70). Usually, we observed

two types of fluorescence time trajectories for single

colloidal CdSe/ZnS QDs on ITO substrates as shown in

Fig. 16a and b. For the first type, the behavior is similar
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Fig. 12. Photon correlation measurements of QDs em-

bedded in 1% agarose gel, exhibiting anti-bunching behavior.
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Fig. 11. (a) Fluorescence decay profiles for single QDs on a

glass substrate and embedded in 1% agarose gel. (b) The

relationship between gel concentration and the total photon

counts for the fluorescence time traces by summing up over

20 QDs.
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to the conventional QDs with typical blinking behavior.

By contrast, for the second type of QDs, these nanopar-

ticles exhibited relatively continuous emission without

long-lived dark states. In addition, their fluorescence

intensity is usually lower than that of the on-state of the

blinking QDs. The phenomenon has been observed by

coating single colloidal QDs on smooth Au surface. To

understand the underlying mechanism of such modified

blinking behavior, we performed time-resolved fluores-

cence measurements for these two types of QDs that

exhibited distinct decay behavior even on the same ITO

substrates. Fig. 17 shows that for blinking QDs, a pure

single decay profile with �11 ns lifetime was generally

observed upon subtracting the background noise. On the

other hand, for QDs with relatively continuous emission,

we observed much faster decay dynamics with an

averaged lifetime of �3 ns. Therefore, we suggest that

the modification of blinking behavior is related to the

change of the fluorescence decay processes.

Fig. 13. On-time blinking statistics of single QDs on glass in 0.3%, 0.5%, and 0.7% gel, respectively.

Fig. 14. Fitted exponential bending rate G versus gel

concentration.

Fig. 15. The potentials for the light and dark states

according to the DCET model to illustrate the influence by

the changes in gel concentration.
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A previous report demonstrated that extra efficient

energy transfer processes could prevail over Auger

recombination to prevent QDs from entering dark states

(71). Therefore, we suggest that dipole and image-dipole

induced energy transfer from colloidal QDs to ITO

conductive substrates could be used to explain our

experimental observation including reduced fluorescence

intensity, shortened fluorescence lifetimes, and continu-

ous emission behavior. In some cases, we observed a

fraction of QDs with typical blinking behavior on the

same substrate. Moreover, their fluorescence character-

istics are similar to that of QDs on insulating glass

substrates. Therefore, we suggest that there is no interac-

tion between QDs and ITO substrate in that situation. We

performed photon correlation measurements based on

Habury Brown Twiss experimental setup in order to

monitor the photon statics. As shown in Fig. 18a and b,

the second-order autocorrelation function for typical

blinking QDs and continuous emission QDs are different

indeed. For blinking QDs, photon anti-bunching beha-

vior was observed indicating their single-photon emission

characteristic. On the contrary, for less blinking QDs

such typical behavior had disappeared. Here, the possi-

bility of QD aggregation was excluded because aggrega-

tion of QDs would increase fluorescence intensity rather

than quenched. Moreover, their fluorescence lifetimes

should be similar to those of single QDs.

In general, ITO is a solid solution comprised of 90%

In2O3 and 10% SnO2 by weight and was deposited on

glass by spin coating directly. We believed that surface

heterogeneity is unavoidable and it would cause distinct

nano-scaled environmental changes around QDs, thus

resulting in different blinking behavior. At present, the

exact mechanism is still under investigation and further

experiments will be needed.

Blinking suppression by reducing Auger
recombination
It has long been believed that the dark states for

fluorescence blinking could be attributed to the formation

of positively charged QDs (45). In this case, the exciton

energy is transferred to excess charges via efficient Auger

recombination. For nanometer-sized nanostructures, the

Auger relaxation process is more efficient than that of

their bulk counterparts, owing to the breaking of the

momentum conservation by quantum confinement as

Fig. 16. Fluorescence time traces for two distinctive types of QDs, one exhibiting typical on-off blinking behavior and the other

displaying a non-blinking pattern.

Fig. 17. Fluorescence decay curves for two distinctive types

of QDs, with one showing a normal and slow decay and

another showing a much faster decay.
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reported recently (72, 73). Roughly speaking, such an

Auger process is �2 orders of magnitude faster than the

radiative recombination of the neutral excitons (74). As a

result, fluorescence blinking can be suppressed by Auger

recombination. Actually, Auger recombination is a kind

of long range Coulomb interaction and the Auger rates

depend on particle sizes, shape, electronic band struc-

tures, and quantum confinements (74�77). Thus, it

provides an opportunity to reduce annoying blinking

behavior by modifying these physical parameters.

The general way to suppress blinking is to synthesize

colloidal core/shell QDs with staggered band alignment,

usually referred to as type-II QDs, exhibiting relatively

weak quantum confinements due to the spatial separation

between electrons and holes (78). This system can be

comprised of CdSe core with CdS shell or CdTe core with

CdSe shell. If Auger recombination could be reduced to

be comparable with the radiative process for charged

excitons, their fluorescence time trajectories would exist

at gray state indicating the charged QDs are no longer

dark but with distinct lifetimes with respect to neutral

excitons (79). Recently, Wang et al. has synthesized novel

colloidal QDs with gradient band alignment, which can

display non-blinking behavior (80). Indeed, theoretical

work proves that QDs with smooth potential profiles can

have a weak Auger process (77).

Such a QD with weak Auger process is beneficial

especially for applications in photovoltaic. In this respect,

type-II band alignment can facilitate charge transfer from

QDs to charge acceptors. In contrast, for conventional

type-I QDs, no charge transfer could occur when QDs

stayed on the off-states, owing to exciton annihilation via

efficient Auger recombination. However, type-II QDs

with less wave-function overlap between electrons and

holes could lead to longer radiative lifetime and lower

quantum yields compared with type-I counterparts. It

would degrade their practical performance, in particular,

as single photon sources.

Blinking suppression by enhancing radiative decay
rates
In order to preserve the advantages of type-I structures

and concurrently suppress unwanted fluorescence blink-

ing, one can directly enhance radiative decay rates to

prevail over Auger recombination. According to Purcell

effects, the spontaneous emission rate depends not only

on inherent dipole moments of light sources but also on

surrounding photonic density of states. Thus, it provides

an opportunity to externally control the radiative decay

processes by altering photonic modes around light

sources. In order to achieve this goal, the light sources

can be coupled to either plasmonic or photonic modes.

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) are kinds of electron

density waves, existing at metal-dielectric interfaces. Their

electromagnetic energy is strongly confined within the sub-

wavelength region. If surface plasmon is generated within

the metallic nanoparticles, it cannot propagate, thus it is

referred to as localized surface plasmons or particle

plasmons. When light sources are placed in the proximity

of metallic nanoparticles, the complex interaction could be

introduced including energy transfer and excitation of

localized surface plasmons. In order to optimize fluores-

cence intensity, a spacer layer with �10 nm thickness can

be inserted, thus minimizing energy transfer and selec-

tively exploiting surface plasmons (66). Upon coupling to

surface plasmon modes, fluorescence properties can be

dramatically modified including fluorescence intensity,

fluorescence lifetimes, and spatial radiation pattern.

To generate localized surface plasmons we synthesized

silver nano-prisms with �50 nm length as shown in

Fig. 18. Results from photon correlation measurements showing (a) anti-bunching behavior (blue curve) for blinking QDs, in

comparison with (b) absence of anti-bunching (red curve) for non-blinking QDs.
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Fig. 19a and corresponding extinction spectra in Fig. 19b.

To avoid direct energy transfer from single QDs to silver

nano-prisms, a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) spacer

layer was introduced between them. Fig. 20a and b show

the fluorescence lifetime imaging for single colloidal

CdSe/ZnS QDs (emission peak at �605 nm) deposited

on either pure glass or on glass further covered with silver

nano-prisms (a spacer PMMA layer of �10 nm was

inserted). Obviously, a streaky pattern due to fluorescence

switching can be found for single QDs on pure glass. On

the contrary, a complete fluorescence spot can be seen for

single QDs coupled to Ag nano-prisms. In addition,

fluorescence lifetimes for pure single QDs exhibited much

fluctuation with fluorescence intensity, which was attrib-

uted to the fluctuation of non-radiative decay rates (67).

For QDs coupled to Ag nano-prisms, most QDs dis-

played blue colors indicating a shortening of their

fluorescence lifetimes.

To further unravel this issue, fluorescence time trajec-

tories of single QDs with and without coupling to silver

nano-prisms are shown in Fig. 21. Indeed, fluorescence

time trajectories for coupled single QDs exhibited unu-

sual continuous emission under 10 ms bin time condition

(magenta curve). Moreover, a �2.5-fold fluorescence

enhancement was found compared with pure QDs (cyan

curve) for compiling more than 30 coupled QDs. Fig. 22

displays corresponding fluorescence decay profiles for

single QDs with and without coupling to Ag nano-prisms.

When single QDs coupled to Ag nano-prisms, their

fluorescence lifetime was decreased dramatically from

�25 ns to �5 ns.

The measured fluorescence lifetimes are determined via

both radiative and non-radiative decay components,

which can be described by 1=tmeasured ¼ Gradiativeþ
knonradiative. By comparing the experimental results on

single QDs with and without coupling to Ag nano-prisms,

one can deduce that the enhancement on the radiative

decay rates is �12.5-fold (according to the formula,

QYQDs�Ag=QYQDsGQDs�Ag=GQDs �tQD�Ag=tQDs). However,

the radiative decay rates can be accelerated to the

values �12.5-fold, only 2.5-fold fluorescence enhance-

ment was achieved, owing to unavoidable non-radiative

energy transfer, thus compromised the radiative contribu-

tion.

As shown in Fig. 23, such a plasmonic quantum

light source possesses unique advantages, for example,

enhanced single-photon generation rates, suppressed

blinking behavior, and shortened radiative lifetimes for

single-photon generation. The main drawback is the

residual peak at zero time delay in second-order auto-

Fig. 19. (a) TEM imaging of silver nano-prisms, (b) corresponding extinction spectrum.

Fig. 20. Fluorescence lifetime imaging of single colloidal CdSe/ZnS QDs on either (a) pure glass or (b) on nano-prism coated

glass with an embedded PMMA spacer layer of �10 nm in thickness.
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correlation function, implying non-pure single-photon

emission (there are some probabilities to generate more

than one photon). This non-pure single-photon emission

might be attributed to plasmonic emission from metallic

nanostructures. Fortunately, such emission exhibits much

faster decay time compared with that of most fluoro-

phores, thus can be eliminated by post-treatment based

on time-gated methods to separate fluorescence and

background photons.

Blinking suppression by introducing extra energy
transfer processes
The energy transfer process can occur when one

dipole emitter is resonant with the other under certain

conditions, for example, overlap of absorption and emis-

sion and tiny separation leading to energy flow from

energy donors to acceptors. Such a process strongly

depends on the relative separation between donors and

acceptors. Therefore, when single colloidal QDs are placed

directly onto the metallic surface, the exciton energy could

be efficiently transferred to the induced image dipoles,

leading to annihilation of both electrons and holes,

simultaneously. Thus, upon energy transfer, the QDs

would stay on the neutral states (on periods), competing

with the formation of the charge separated states (dark

periods), thus leading to blinking suppression (81).

As an example, Fig. 24 revealed fluorescence time

trajectories of single colloidal QDs directly deposited on

Ag nano-prism coated glass (red curve). For comparison,

typical single-QD blinking on glass was also shown (black

curve). Clearly, the on/off blinking behavior disappeared

and corresponding fluorescence intensity was quenched.

Recently, Chen et al., also observed similar blinking

suppression for single QDs deposited on grapheme (82).

In general, there existed two main interactions between

light sources and metallic nano-materials (here single

QDs and Ag nano-prisms). One is an energy transfer

process, which caused energy transfer from single QDs to

Ag nano-prisms by dipole-dipole like interaction. The

other is the excitation of localized surface plasmon

resonance (LSPR) by either pumping sources or QD

emission. Both interactions are sensitive to the separation

of QDs and Ag nano-prisms. When colloidal QDs were

placed directly onto the Ag nano-prisms coated substrate,

energy transfer is dominated. In contrast, when a spacer

layer with about 10 to 20 nm was inserted, the LSPR

contribution prevails over the energy transfer process.

Therefore, we utilized a PMMA polymer as a spacer

layer. By controlling PMMA concentration and spin

speed, the thickness of PMMA can be tuned.

Blinking suppression by donation of excess
electrons to QDs
Lately, some interesting results on blinking suppression

via introducing electron donors, for example, doping

substrates or reducing agents were observed (70, 83). In

this case, the formation of negatively charged QDs via

removing hole (either directly transferring holes or

neutralizing holes) is likely a key point for blinking

suppression. In general, surface passivation by donating

electrons was used to explain such blinking suppression.

However, some experimental observations could not be

simply rationalized by only surface passivation models

including quenched fluorescence intensity and shortened

fluorescence lifetimes (84, 85). Therefore, apart from

surface passivation, the donating electrons should play

another role in determining single-QD fluorescence

properties.

Fig. 25 displayed typical fluorescence decay profiles

under different excitation powers for single CdSe/ZnS

Fig. 21. Fluorescence time trajectories of single colloidal

CdSe/ZnS QDs with (magenta curve) and without (cyan

curve) coupling to silver nano-prisms.

Fig. 22. Fluorescence decay profiles of single colloidal CdSe/

ZnS QDs with (magenta curve) and without (cyan curve)

coupling to silver nano-prisms.

Fig. 23. Second-order autocorrelation function of single

colloidal CdSe/ZnS QDs coupled to silver nano-prisms

obtained by pulsed laser excitation.
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QDs in the proximity of electron donating species (DTT

reducing agents). Under low-power excitation regime (less

than one exciton within the QDs generated by a single

laser pulse), the decay profiles can be fitted by the

summation of two exponential components with �3 ns

and �20 ns lifetimes. Here, the shorter lifetime compo-

nent is assigned to the emission from negatively charged

trion states (one exciton�one electron). In general, the

neutral exciton has longer lifetime �20 ns due to the

existence of the lowest dark exciton states. However, no

such limitation is applied to the charged excitons, thus

they can decay more rapidly. For conventionally used

QDs, the charged excitons with extra holes delocalized

within the QDs can not emit photons owing to efficient

Auger recombination. Nevertheless, for colloidal QDs

with negative charges, the Auger process could be

reduced, thus the radiative emission of negative trions

can compete with Auger recombination, leading to

relatively continuous emission.

Summary
In summary, in this review we have described some

background of the progress in experiments and theore-

tical modeling with regard to the blinking phenomenon

itself, probing the underlying mechanisms, and control-

ling blinking. We presented some approaches proposed by

us and also by others to influence the electron transfer

processes between the light and the dark states and

to affect Auger relaxation processes so that one could

suppress blinking behavior, partially or even completely.

To be more specific on the theoretical modeling part,

we have addressed in this review the DCET model for

both normal and anomalous diffusion to account for

some experimental results. These issues we have addressed

include single particle versus ensemble behavior, the

causes of inverse power-law intermittency, and quasi-

stretched exponential fluorescence intensity decay for a

QD ensemble. Using the DCET model for both normal

and anomalous diffusion, we have examined the relation-

ship between the blinking behavior, P(t), for single QDs

and the ensemble-averaged fluorescence decay, �I(t)�. We

have also elucidated the relationship between �I(t)� and

relaxation function �R(t)� with Pk(t). All these time

profiles �I(t)�, �R(t)� and P(t) follow characteristically

different decaying behavior during various time regimes.

From the measurements of single-particle or ensemble

behavior, one can in principle extract those molecular-

based quantities.

Other than elucidating the blinking mechanisms, more-

over, we have presented our recent investigation of the

environmental effects on the blinking behavior of QDs

such as encapsulating a single QD inside nano- to

micron-sized pores of agarose gel or spin-coating QDs

on various substrates. We have also discussed several

approaches to suppress blinking as demonstrated in our

recent work or other groups. These approaches include

reducing the Auger relaxation rate, enhancing radiative

decay rate, and so on. With better control of blinking

behavior and complete suppression of blinking, these

QDs could become more practical as light sources in

Fig. 24. Fluorescence time trajectories of single colloidal CdSe/ZnS QDs directly deposited on silver nano-prisms.

Fig. 25. (a) Fluorescence decay profiles for single CdSe/ZnS QDs with and without coupling to DTT reductants. (b) Power-

dependent fluorescence decay profiles for DTT-coupled single QDs. The excitation intensities for three curves are 1000 nW

(denoted as high power), 400 nW (denoted as intermediate power), and 100 nW (denoted as low power), respectively.
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optoelectronic applications or fluorescence labels in

biomedical imaging applications.
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